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Use Cases

AI-based road damage prediction to
support enhanced road maintenance
planning

Routing recommendations within and
between lanes based on the road wear
map, provided via C-ITS messages

C-ITS Message ‘GNSS-correction data’
provision

Routing recommendations within and
between lanes based on the road wear
map, provided via C-ITS messages

The overall objective of ESRIUM is to foster safer
and more efficient roads towards a smarter, safer,
greener transport system through an EGNSS-based
digital map. 



Our solution consists in an EGNSS-based
digital map of road damages and safety
risks that will allow for route adjustments
through I2V communication free of
charge. These recommendations will lead
to a more balanced use of the road
surface and to a longer lifetime of the road
infrastructure.

Our Challenge
Transportation becomes smarter by
exploiting detailed driving
recommendations received from the
road operator in every automated and
connected car.

Transportation becomes safer by
allowing the vehicle to drive on
undamaged road surface.

A longer paving lifetime makes road
operations greener and more
resource-efficient. 

Our Mission

Road damage locations
Road damage type
Recent repair interventions
Prediction on temporal evolution of road
damages depending on environmental and
traffic conditions.

Our key innovation is an EGNSS-based data
platform. Our innovative digital road wear
map will generate routing
recommendations in-lane and cross-lane
based on
 

 

Our Solution

ESRIUM regularly captures the
status of the road surface. The
system combines data coming
from cameras, sensors and
EGNSS-enhanced locatisation
devices. 

The ESRIUM platform operator
extracts relevant info from the
raw data to recognise, classify,
georeference and integrate road
damages into the digital road
wear map. It automatically
generates safety warnings.

Road operators can
communicate driving
recommendations to balance the
road usage to better manage
traffic and avoid safety risks. They
can also optimise their
maintenance planning. 

Objectives
ESRIUM will demonstrate the sensor
system, the EGNSS receiver, the digital
road wear map and the relative
processing platform and the C-ITS
communication. The final goal is to set up
a test vehicle which is able to receive
routing recommendations and has
enough autonomy to react accordingly.

Create a highly detailed EGNSS-referenced
digital road wear map.

Create a new mid-priced sensor system for
detecting road damage.

Implement EGNSS- localization system to
provide accurate, authenticated yet low-cost
position information in real-time.

Broadcast precision routing
recommendations.

Broadcast potentially dangerous locations.

Provide road damage state and evolution to
the customer.

Develop a business-case based on the
ESRIUM services.

Demonstrate smart automated routing based
on broadcasted information.


